
The Barcelona Graduate School of Economics

        The Barcelona GSE is the culmination of many years of collaborative work by four high-caliber

and well-established institutions: the Department of Economics and Business of the Universitat

Pompeu Fabra (UPF), the Unit of Economic Analysis of the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona (UAB),

the Institute for Economic Analysis (IAE) of the Spanish Research Council (CSIC), and the Centre for

Research in International Economics (CREI). The four founding academic institutions of the School,

which will be the source of most of its faculty, are consistently ranked as among the leading

economics departments in Europe in terms of research. In addition, the two university departments

organize two of the top European PhD Programs in Economics: the International Doctorate in

Economic Analysis (IDEA) at the UAB, and the Graduate Program in Economics, Finance and

Management (GPEFM) at the UPF. The Barcelona GSE offers for the 2007-2008 academic year five

top quality masters and a variety of summer school courses.

       Although the Barcelona GSE is a young school, it draws on the strengths and noteworthy

reputation of its founding academic institutions, and enjoys close collaboration with them in teaching

and research as well as in the shared use of resources. It is this combination of innovation and

accumulated experience that makes the Barcelona GSE an attractive place to study. For more

extensive information about the school and its programs, please visit our website at:

www.barcelonagse.eu

Contact us

Barcelona Graduate School Economics                     Tel. +34 93 542 1222 | Fax + 34 93 542 4223

Ramon Trias Fargas, 25-27                      e-mail: info@garcelonagse.eu

08005 Barcelona, Catalonia-Spain                      web: www.barcelonagse.eu

www.barcelonagse.eu

Professor Pablo Salvador, Director
Professor of Private Law at Universitat Pompeu Fabra.
He graduated from Universitat de Barcelona with degrees
in Law (1971) and Economics (1973) and received his PhD
in Law from the Università degli Studi di Bologna (1975).
He has been a Law Professor at the Universitat de
Barcelona and at the Universitat Autònoma de Barcelona.
He is the author of numerous publications.
Professor Salvador has served as Associate Justice to the
Supreme Court of Andorra (Tribunal de la Mitra) (1989-
1993), and as Director-General at the Ministry of Justice
of the Government of Catalonia between 1993 and 1995.
He is member of the Catalan Private Law Commission
(Observatori de Dret Privat de Catalunya) and of The
American Law Institute (ALI). Since 1997, he is a partner
at Cuatrecasas Abogados, one of the leading law firms in
Spain, specializing in the field of civil and corporate
litigation.
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LLM in Corporate and Public Regulatory Law

     Description |

         The LLM in Corporate and Public Regulatory Law program provides students with a thorough

knowledge of Corporate and Public Regulatory Law, particularly emphasizing European as well as

Spanish law. The program covers major industries such as Banking, Biopharmacy, Energy, and

Telecommunications, and provides sound training in doctrinal analysis of Law and its implementation.

Entry Requirements |  - Undergraduate or bachelor’s degree (BA/BSc)   - | Outstanding

academic record  | - Accredited knowledge of English

Application procedures |  Students are strongly encouraged to apply before the end of

May although applications may be considered until the end of June subject to availability of places.

The Barcelona GSE only accepts on-line applications. Find more detailed information about application

procedures  and the application in our website at www.barcelonagse.eu

Francisco Málaga20 hCivil Procedure

Mireia Artigot / Andrés Betancor20 hEnvironmental Law

Manuel Luque / Raquel Serrano20 hLabor Law

I. Ortiz de Urbina / Ramon Ragués20 hCriminal Law

Walter García-Fontes20 hAntitrust

Víctor Quesada10 hEnergy Law

Instructor's pool30 hSupervised Writing

Antoni Rubí / José Piñeiro20 hSports and Entertainment Law

Josep Santdiumenge20 hLand use, Property and Construction Law

Juan Antonio Ruiz20 hLawyering, Litigation, ADR

Juanjo Ganuza10 hGame Theory and the Law

Patricia Funk10 hEmpirical Methods and the Law

Begoña Giner20 hAccounting

Electives

Daniel Ripley10 hTelecommunications Law

Joan Carles Seuba / Sonia Ramos20 hDrugs and Health Law

Xavier Freixas20 hBanking Law and Financial Institutions

Tba20 hSecurities Regulation

Nuno Garoupa20 hRegulation Theory and the Law

Public Regulatory Law

G. Hertig / G. Spindler / M. Sáez30 hThe Law  and Economics of European Company Law

Fernando Gómez20 hThe Law and Economics of Intellectual Property

Josep Ferrer20 hThe Law and Economics of Contracts

Pablo Salvador20 hThe Law and Economics of Torts

F. Garcimartín / Crístian Oró20 hInternational Business Transactions

Eduardo Coca20 hMergers & Adquisitions

Fernando Cerdá / Ignacio Sancho20 hInsolvency Law

Juan Cano / A. Fernández-Crende20 hCorporation Tax

Corporate Law & Economics

Structure |  The program is divided in 3 terms and will cover the following areas

“Welcome to the Barcelona Graduate School of
Economics! An innovative institution that offers
word-class graduate programs taught by leading
international scholars and practitioners, in one of
the most vibrant cities in Europe.”

Prof. Andreu Mas-Colell, Chairman, Barcelona GSE

Dear Prospective Student

        The LLM in Corporate and Public Regulatory Law is a unique and compelling program that

covers both Business and Public Regulatory Law of major industries. You will train for a

professional career in, among other fields, the private law sector, or in regulatory agencies.

The program is endowed with a double perspective, theoretical and professional, which also

features recent developments in the practice of corporate and public regulatory law. The faculty

is composed of a mix of academics, practitioners from regulatory agencies, and law

professionals.

        Analytical and empirical tools are offered alongside the experiences and insights of leading

practitioners in order to provide students with a twofold approach to legal reality, indispensable

nowadays to successfully face any legal problem.

        The Barcelona Graduate School of Economics is an innovative institution that offers world-

class graduate programs taught by leading international scholars and practitioners, in one of the

most vibrant cities in Europe. We welcome well-prepared and highly motivated students who

can contribute to the School’s dynamic learning environment. If you have the commitment, the

ability and the enthusiasm to excel in graduate studies, then please get in touch. We would like

to hear from you!

                    Prof. Andreu Mas-Colell               Prof. Pablo Salvador

                    Chairman, Barcelona GSE          Director, LLM in Corpotate & Public

                                         Regulatory Law
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